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 The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of 
SMSC will be held on Sunday, 2 August 2020 at 6:30pm  

at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Rd, Ashfield.  
The AGM will be followed by a “Trash & Treasure” sale of items that are 
surplus to Members’ needs and time permitting there will also be a short 

S&T after that. If the Bistro is open we will then go for dinner. 
At the AGM all positions on the Executive will become vacant.  

Applica-tions will be by volunteering for the following positions:  
President  

Vice President  
Secretary  
Treasurer  

Committee Members  

************************************************** 

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T MEETINGS  
The next Endeavour Group S&T meeting of SMSC will be at the home of  

Mike Barton on Saturday, 4 July 2020 from 10am to 12 noon 
If you wish to come along and need details of the address, please contact 

Michael on 0439441542 or by email to <barton.56@hotmail.com> 
Members and visitors are encouraged to bring projects for discussion 

We cater for all standards of modelling, all are welcome 
******************************************************** 

The next Endeavour Group S&T after that will be at the home of Michael 

Kelly on Saturday, 5 September 2020 from 10am to 12 noon.   
If you wish to come along and need details of the address, please contact 

Michael on 0438456220 or by email to <mikelly118@gmail.com> 
Members and visitors are encouraged to bring projects for discussion 

We cater for all standards of modelling, all are welcome 

The complete CHATTERBOX INDEX is now available at smsc.org.au 

Please address all correspondence to SMSC and/or any members of the 
Executive Committee to the Secretary at secretary@smsc.org.au 

 
Please forward all mail and contributions to CHATTERBOX to the Editors, 

Tom Wolf at tom@aces.net.au or Mike Kelly at mikelly118@gmail.com 



FORTHCOMING EVENTS IN 2020  
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Please be advised that in the best interest of the 
health and safety of exhibitors and members of 

the public that are likely to attend events, 
ALL PREVIOUSLY NOTIFIED EVENTS FOR 2020 

HAVE BEEN CANCELLED: 
 

Sydney Model Shipbuilders Club EXPO 
 

Sydney Scale Model EXPO’20 
  

Canberra EXPO’20  
 

Clarendon Classic Machinery, Truck & 
Hobby Show ‘20 

 
Hubertus Model Boat Show ‘20  

 

We expect these events will 
be rescheduled in 2021! 

BREAKING NEWS!! 
With many restrictions easing in Sydney, in case 
they do become totally eased by November, we 

hope to hold a MINI-EXPO at 
The HENRY SPORTS CLUB, 

144 Henry Lawson Ave, Werrington County 
on 22 NOVEMBER 2020 from 10am to 4pm. 

A tentative booking has been made, more 
details to follow!! 



OUR “POSTAL” ENDEAVOUR GROUP 
S&T, MAY 2020 

Report by Mike Kelly 
As we were unable to hold our usual Endeavour Group meeting as planned for May 

2020 at my home, I invited all those who had expressed interest in exhibiting to send along 
their discussion topic and photos. This has been a very successful way of overcoming the iso-
lation situation, this is the result: 
David Lendrum’s 1:75 scratch built HMS Sur-
prise has benefitted from many hours spent 
and the rigging is getting to the point where he 
thinks he will call it an end. David has been 
working his way through Lennarth Petersson”s 
“Rigging Period Ship Models” and has a blue 
tick on most pages indicating work complete.  

He has not yet fitted the fore and main course 
sheets and tacks as they would get in the way 
of future work.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
David has now started on the gun port lids, and the ham-
mock netting brackets that fit to the top of the bulwarks. He 
tried a couple of ways of making these rather fiddly brack-
ets and has decided on the shaped brass wire approach.  
Once fabricated they will be chemically blacked like much 
of the rest of the metalwork.  
 

 
 
 
 
Then it is time to make up the nets and ham-
mock inserts which may be a little easier than 
originally thought.  

David’s understanding was that the individual 
hammocks were bundled up then stacked in 
the netting, however, reading one of Dudley 
Pope’s “Ramage” books he came across a ref-
erence to “canvas covers” to the hammocks. 
This should make the job a bit easier. 
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cont. p.4 



Mike Barton writes that the isolation 
and social distancing has given him a 
good chance to return to his Duyfken, 
as he has had to reduce his workload. 
All the deck furniture is complete as is 
most of the standing rigging, the model 
now just requires the spars, running 
rigging and flags.  
Even though this is Mike’s fifth model, it 
has provided many challenges, which 
become quite satisfying once over-
come.  
Mike expects that the model should be 
completed by mid-year. 

 
John Beazley admired Rich-
ard Keyes’ model of Kate 
Cory at the last expo and has 
decided to give it a go. 
After purchasing it and going 
through the plans and instruc-
tions he had reservations as to 
whether he could rise to the 
occasion, but after discussing 
the subject with Richard and 

getting the benefit of his experience, John started. He soon began to appreciate just how com-
plex and difficult it is (not necessarily for the experienced) but he has pushed on to completing 
the hull where he decided he needed a rest before tackling the rest. 

Also, John recently purchased 
the Billings 1:35 scale kit of 
"HMS Renown" which he 
considers to be more his level. 
He decided to kit it out as a 
"Ranked Officers" Barge in-
stead of the more common 
"Picket or Pinnace" livery, 
John finished the model a few 
evenings ago.  

Operational in the mid-1800 and attached to 
a larger “Man-of-War” this steam powered 
“pinnace” or “picket boat” was largely used to 
protect the mouths of harbours and the small 
ships anchored within, and to carry ranking 
officers between ships. 
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Richard Keyes (who is 
still on the Oriental 
theme) writes us about 
his latest model and pro-
jects. It has taken 14 
months of on again off 
again work, but Richard 
has now finished his 
Chinese Pirate Junk. 
Richard spent about 1 
1/2 to 2 hours a week on 

it at the ANMM in between bouts of coffee with fellow volunteers. 
It is the Amati kit which will be familiar to many members. Having made two other models from 
the same kit, Richard made a few additions/alterations to this one just for variety. He added 
bulwarks and a cross beam (fish davit for the anchor) to the fore deck and eliminated some of 
the small side decks aft. On the main sail he painted a Yin-Yang symbol. The kit plan for the 
rigging was rejected in favour of proper rigging sourced from the internet, and since the kit 
called it a pirate junk, Richard added a 19th Century pirate pendant also from the internet.  
Because there are so many different variations of the basic junk style, no alterations are likely 
to be wrong.  Richard does not consider this as his best work but it is an attractive display 
model which is what Richard’s wife likes about it. The base board will be given a proper coat of 
varnish when Richard is freed from captivity and can go to the hardware store again.   
Richard tells us that he still has a Duyfken kit in the works, as well as an Artesania Latina kit 
of the Sopwith Camel aircraft. This is a laser cut kit which is mostly assembly work rather than 
model making but it will keep Richard busy. 
James Ward is a mem-
ber who hails from 
Yass. He stated build-
ing a Mantua/Panart 
model of HMS Victory 
on 1st December 2018 
and is anticipating com-
pleting it, time permit-
ting, by the end of May. 
The repetitiveness of 
tying ratlines, and his 
employment, may blow 
this timeline out, but the 
photos show a very ad-
vanced and beautifully 
finished model. 

 
 
The next project waiting for James to start on is the 
CalderCraft  1:80 scale of "Mary Rose" (1545). 
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Geoff Kubank is one of our Northern Chapter mem-
bers and he is now building an Artesania Latina HMB 
Endeavour, only his second build (the first is an un-
finished Artesania Latina Jolly Boat) that Geoff exhib-
ited at the recent Northern Chapter meeting reported 
in the last Chatterbox. 
Progress has been very slow despite having lots of 
time, but Geoff will get there eventually. Geoff finds 
the many forums on the Net to have been a big help.  

As has been discussed at other 
meetings, Geoff found that bending 
the planks on the hot iron after 
soaking for just 15 seconds made 
the job quite easy. As we know, this 
method has been used by any of 
our members without any real pit-
falls. Geoff is now investigating 
what “whales" are. 
Geoff was booked to sail on the Endeavour Replica later this year (his second go) on one leg 
of the circumnavigation of Australia but the trip of course has regrettably been cancelled.  

Trevor Duxbury has given updates of his 
build of HMS Illustrious and Amerigo Ves-
pucci. Photo of the underside of HMS Illus-
trious show that unfortunately there are a 
few gaps to fill, hence the filler. 

Trevor has also managed to paint the hull of 
the Amerigo Vespucci. It took a little longer than 
he had anticipated as he made a mistake with the 
final coat of black, which was to be the penulti-
mate coat before a clear coat finish. He had to strip off his previous coats and reapply. Still a 
little touching up to do but then he can look forward to fitting the portholes! 
Keith Elder, one of the “History & Heritage Hunter to Hawkes-
bury” members who attends the Northern Chapter meetings on 
the Central Coast, has built a 1:96 model of a Harvey Schooner 
of 1847. The “Harvey” is typical of many of the Schooners built 
on Gosford's Brisbane Water. 
There were problems with the model, including the guns which 
were too tall for the gun ports, but Keith also added some blocks 
he had in his parts bin as the blocks are bit over scale but not 
that noticeable. 

It is hoped that in the long term this model will be put on display 
with a Revell model of “Thermopylae” (at the same scale 1:96) to-
gether with a wooden scratch built model of “Lord of the Isles” 
which was acquired on loan and has previously been displayed at 
Wyong Museum. “Lord of the Isles” was the first iron-framed tea 
clipper built in Greenock in 1853. She served in the tea trade until 
1862, and also made voyages to Australia. This model is also 
about 1:100, and the plan is to display all three together along with 
a brief history of the 'Clipper'.  
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Janos Nemeth has been working on 4 different projects in the recent past. 
Firstly a gentleman in Mel-
bourne is building a 1:90 dio-
rama of the Battle of Trafal-
gar, constructing very many 
of the ships involved in that 
battle. Janos had finished 
the figurehead for “Juan VII” 
some time ago and that fig-
urehead has been sent to 
Melbourne some months ago, but now Janos is working on the figurehead for HMS Revenge 
(1805), a figurehead that is of Sir Francis Drake. That is also now finished and en route to Mel-
bourne. 

The second project is a figurehead (no ship) for HMS 
St.Michael (1669). Janos started working on this a 
few months ago as a sort of gap filling activity to take 
his attention away from his “Sovereign” which other-
wise is taking too much of his attention. This figure-
head is still in the making and not finished yet. 

Then, there is the tafferel decoration 
(carved timber of course) of an unknown 
ship which Janos had finished a few 
months ago. 

The last one is Sovereign of the Seas of course. 
Janos started the build in September 2017 but he has-
not worked on it continuously because in the meantime 
he also had to finish “Oliver Cromwell” (on a commis-
sion from the USA) and that lasted nearly a full year. 
The hull is nearly 100% complete now, some deck fur-
niture is still in the making, together with the anchors.  

Carving is nearly finished, with 500+ 
carved pieces (out of which the figure 
head is 1 piece only). Janos is work-
ing on the masting now, as he has 
Anelia Bennett’s agreement that she 
will help him to carry the ship to the 
next EXPO in her Mercedes van as it 
is too big for Janos’ car. The next EXPO will be held in August 2021 due to the present limita-
tions.  
The missing masts and yards are al-
ready made but not installed yet as 
Janos is proceeding from bottom to 
top with all of the rigging. Standard 
rigging first (shrouds, ratlines, stays) 
and then yards and some of the run-
ning rigging, but no sails. He also 
makes his own rigging line and also 
the blocks and deadeyes, so the build 
is progressing really slowly 
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Mike Kelly has been progressing HMS Hermes 
that he hopes will fit into a gallon Johnny Walker 
whiskey bottle. Just a few fittings to put on the 
carrier island and a few paint touch ups will pos-
sibly see a finish to this part of the project in next 
two weeks.  
The photos show the starboard, port and 
“seagull” view of the project. 

Michael Butcher has been building 
another model of “Mercator” for the 
past few months. He had disposed of 
his first model of this ship but he liked 
it so much that he decided to build an-
other, which turned out to be a differ-
ent build because the model had 
changed. A full story of these changes 
and of the build from “go to whoa” is 
featured in a Special Edition of Chat-
terbox sent to members recently. 



HINTS: 
HAULERS 

 

This is a hint from an old SMA 

Newsletter by R. Roos explaining 

how haulers work without block twist 
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VALE DANNY VADAS 
It is with a deep sense of sorrow that we note the passing of Danny 
Vadas of Port Macquarie, 
Danny died after a long battle with cancer. You would have met Dan-
ny at one or another of the Port Macquarie EXPO’s.  

He was a very fine craftsman with 
great attention to detail and accuracy. 
His British Navy sloop ship “HMS Vul-
ture” Admiralty model is a master-
piece of the first order, that model is 
now on display in the Port Macquarie 
Maritime Museum. 
Danny’s more recent excursion into cardboard (paper) models 
shows the same great workmanship and he was awarded the 
“Best in the Show Award” at the 2019 Port Macquarie EXPO 
for his paper model “HMS Hood” (pictured below with the 
“Bismarck”).  

Danny was a role model for the local model making community, the modelling world has lost a 

real treasure. 
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 REPAIRS TO “SOLEIL ROYAL” 
by Ralph Hannaford 

The Club received a request from 
Kieran Ryan to see if anyone was 
interested in making repairs to a 

model of Soleil Royal.  

The request was accompanied by a photo 
(above) showing the damaged model.  
I took on the task to contact Kieran and quot-
ed for the repairs. The quote was accepted, 
so I proceeded with the repairs.  
After bringing the model to my home I started 
to give the model a wash down with an artist 
paint brush, some water with a drop of dish-
washer liquid, and I found that the damage 
was not as bad as it initially looked (left). 
The top of main mast was replaced, a new 
rudder was manufactured, a few pieces of rig-
ging were replaced, and all loose cannons 
were secured. 

After giving the name plate a makeover with the metal background a coat of acrylic gold 
(photos left) it was decided to give the Soleil Royal bow and stern metal work a makeover al-
so. (photos centre and right.) 
Kieran  is very pleased with the repair and make over. I discussed the benefits of Club mem-
bership and the co-operative relationship between members with him. He appeared interest-
ed and he may join the Club. 



MODELLING v. MODELLING  
by Ralph Hannaford 

In the last Chatterbox, you would have come across the report from the March En-
deavour Group S&T in which it shows me presenting a “Batmobile” made from plas-

tic bricks. At SMSC we have always declared ourselves as a diversified, multi-discipline club, 
and whilst we are principally maritime modellers, we have often said that we don’t care what 
models you make as long as you make models! The hobby is modelling, not just of wooden 
sailing ships. 
The model brick building hobby has grown in interest, particularly with 
the vast variety of kits now available for all ages, and the popularity of 
television competitions. There are many enthusiasts worldwide who 
compete with each other to see who can come up with realistic models 
using plastic bricks, ones that tell a story as well as being able to be 
played with by kids. Over the years some of these models have been 
taken up by LEGO, the Danish Company, to become official kits. If you 
go to Denmark, there is actually an entire amusement park where 
towns and villages from the past, present and future are on display. 
Late last year while talking with my daughter Katherine, the subject of 
LEGO came up and she mentioned the unfairness of my son John re-
ceiving LEGO sets for Christmas while she received dolls. I decided to 
rectify that problem by going on line to “Techmos.com” and I purchased a plastic brick set of 
the “Saturn 5” command module and the launch tower for her .  
And then along came isolation and social distancing, I had to spend this at home and had 
more time for my modelling. I find that working on a ship model for some time becomes some-
what boring, so now I spend one day on a brick kit and one day on ship model. 
Plastic brick kits from Techmos.com are not made by LEGO, but are 
an alternative system. 
Apart from “Batmobile” and “Saturn 5”, I have built many other plas-
tic brick kits, such as the Space Shuttle; a crane and other ma-
chines, some are LEGO and some are the other system. 

My latest effort is building “The Empire Over Jedha City”, a kit 
comprising 5100 bricks, it is now under construction. 

I have found that when using the instructions, I have had to take a greater notice of the draw-
ings which has helped in deciphering other instructions. The challenge for me has been to fo-
cus my attention to the task in hand and I am always reminded of the thought bubble from 
Richard Keyes “It ain’t a hobby of you have to hurry”. The above photos show that these kits 
can be just as challenging as a model ship kit  
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THE BOTTLED SCHOONER 
While waiting for some parts for his “Hermes project” to arrive, Mike Kelly has made 
a schooner for one of his wife’s friend’s daughter. 

The schooner’s hull was made, Mike had to drill holes in the right places and assemble it to-
gether. The bottle is from the 30s or 40s and had stains that Mike could not get out (he tried 
washing up liquid, bleach, acid and acetone without success) so he picked the best part of the 
bottle for the front. 
He then downloaded a picture from the InterNet of the Minack Theatre in Cornwall (UK), a 
place that holds fond memories for Mike and his wife Holly and Mike used this as background 
to the ship inside the bottle, this covers up the stain and makes for a beautiful display 

EVERT’S “MERCATOR” 

As previously reported, Evert van 
Oeteren is also building a model of 
“Mercator“. Evert reports that the 
build is progressing slowly and that 
he has finally finished the planking 
and is now preparing to paint the 
hull.  
Readers will recall that Michael 
Butcher has also recently built the 
same model that is now finished. 
Evert did receive the building up-
dates from Michael which he found 
of great assistance. This co-
operation is another example of the 
benefits of Club membership. 
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COPPER PLATING 
Report by Tom Wolf 

The inspiration for this article  came from a report in “Forecastle”, the newsletter of 
the Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA) who conducted a 3 month session over 
their regular meetings to cover the subject on coppering a model ship. 

Our readers will recall the article in Issue 31 (Mar 2017) Chatterbox about “Why  Copper 
Plate?” which sets out the history of the practise which lasted from about the late 18th century 
against damage to ship timbers by worms until the advent of modern anti-fouling paint.  
As might be expected, the time period, nationality, and ship type impacted the size of the 
plates, and how they were applied to a ship’s hull. Although patterns changed during the 19th 
century, whalers held fast to some of the earlier practices.  
For a nice coppering job the plates should sport simulated copper nail heads, and there are 
many ways of achieving a realistic pattern on each plate. 
Of course, in commercial kits the copper plates 
are included with the kit contents. Shown is a 
coppering job being done by Leon Griffiths us-
ing commercial plates. 
We draw readers’ attention to the problem that 
the commercial plates may be the wrong scale, 
resulting in the need to make your own plates. 

In the February 2020 issue of “Forecastle” photos of Richard Gardiner’s “Dallas” are published, 
which are self explanatory of one of the methods of making your own plate.  

It requires making a jig and a 
“stamping block” which is 
stamped (pressed or beaten) into 

the back of the plate to result in raised “nailheads” on the 
front.  
The design and pattern of the nailheads is as desired. 
The plate is placed into a jig before stamping to ensure uni-
formity. 
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Alternatively, over the years, Richard Keyes has demonstrated 
his method of preparing copper “plates” from self-adhesive cop-
per foil tape which comes in a roll.  

 
 
 
 
 
The foil tape is available in 6mm widths 
on a 10m roll (but other widths are 
available), and Richard has made a 
contraption which houses the roll and 
can feed onto a template with the cor-
rect size (6mm) groove to house the foil 
while it is being indented..  

Then a pounce wheel is used down the backing paper 
side of the foil tape, indenting both long edges and 
then indenting across the foil to appear like separate 
plates. 
On forums, some writers comment that the size of the rivet head can be regulated by using 
balsa as a base as it gives a deeper impression, a cutting mat base will give a less defined 
impression, and a hardwood surface will give the smallest nail impression.  
You need the hull to be very smooth if you are using copper foil tape, it is much thinner than 
copper plates and will show dents and dips in the hull if it's not perfectly smooth first.   
The strips are laid in the same way as the normal tiles in brick like fashion, the copper foil tape 
is very sticky and will stick fine to bare wood without the need to prime or paint first, it also can 
be peeled off if you make a mistake, it is very easy to trim too. 
If you prefer to use copper foil tape but want to use them as separate tiles as you would if us-
ing real tiles then you can make the tile cuts with the plank cutter, after a bit of practice you 
can use the correct pressure to cut through the copper but not the backing tape, they can then 
be peeled off as and when required. 
The fact that surprises people is that coppering ships in the relatively short time it happened 
was a rather haphazard affair. The copper plates were not necessarily uniform in shape and 
size, they didn’t just neatly line up against each other. In the early days when iron nails were 
used to fix them, through electrolysis that resulted, ships “shed” many plates that had to be 
replaced, so the copper plates were different thicknesses, etc.  
This was discussed at the February 2020 meet-
ing of Midwest Model Shipwrights when they 
viewed photographs of a portion of the Gold 
Rush Ship “Niantic’s” stern and rudder which 
were salvaged in 1978, this unique artefact is 
now on exhibit at the San Francisco Maritime 
Museum.  
The photo of this salvaged ship that was cop-
pered from the waterline down shows that it had 
the hull sheathed with copper, but the rudder 
sheathed with another metal plating. The gudg-
eons may have been coppered over and the pin-
tles not (or any combination of these features). 
Model ship builders generally do a much neater 
job coppering than the shipwrights did. 

cont. p.15 



The question of copper plating cropped up 
and Ralph Hannaford just happened to be 
copper plating his HMS Sirius. For years he 
had a mental block about copper plating, but 
when he was recently in lockdown he decided 
to bite the bullet and followed the step by step 
procedure in the Modellers Central CD with 
Leon Griffiths’ commentary. The photos show 
his progress. 

Finally the question that has to be answered is should plates be shiny or patinated? Copper 
reacts to the environment it is exposed to in many different ways, and offers the model ship 
builder a number of different options. The water temperature of rivers, seas and oceans vary, 
as does their salinity (and acidity), and copper reacts slightly differently to each of these ele-
ments. The age of the copper plate relevant to the date which is being depicted may determine 
the colour and condition of the copper on the ship. 
If you leave the plates shiny they will naturally dull slightly over time. As model ships are not 
usually artificially "aged", and unless in a diorama setting, do not generally show much wear 
and tear in the way railroad models often do, it is to be questioned why copper plating needs 
be shown in an aged state if the rest of the ship looks new.  
It is then up to you, the modeller to deal with the colouration of the copper plate. There are 
many options each modeller needs to decide what he/she will do. Copper reacts to the envi-
ronment it is exposed to in many different ways, and offers the model ship builder a number of 
different options. In fact the options are that many and varied that this report is not a suitable  
forum for any more discussion. Needless to say there are products out there, both liquid and 
gel, that can be used to age or antique up copper plating if that is your decision to do, but their 
effect is so varied that you will need to experiment, and each model is different. GOOD LUCK! 
I trust that the above will assist the builders who are newer to the hobby, and it is appropriate 
to point out that the more experienced modellers will always assist where they can. 
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GUS’ SAILS 
The December 2019 issue of 
the Forecastle Report, the 
Newsletter of the Midwest 
Model Shipwrights (USA), 

features a pictorial report of a 15th Century Cara-
vel (scale 1:192) by Gus Agustin. The only words 
accompanying the report is that “the rigging is hu-
man hair and hair from a horse’s tail”. 
As will be seen the photos, which generally show 
how Gus prepares and hangs his sails, are self-
explanatory and are reproduced. 
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HINTS: DECK PLANKING (Joggling) 
 by Tom Wolf 

A job that often causes problems is the deck planking. A well planked deck on a 
model looks as if the modeller has tried his best and put great effort into the task. 
 Many articles have been written on the subject (including in previous issues of 

Chatterbox). It is a good idea to study the deck plan to see how the planks can be cut around 
hatches and other structures, winches and bulwarks. 
Many shipwrights plank from the hatch sides out to the side, and then back to the centre with a 
king plank to fit any gap left in the centre.  
I find this problematic as the central king plank can be difficult to shape precisely. I find it easi-
er the lay the centre plank and then planking out to the sides, allowing for all hatches etc. 
Joggling is a matter of personal choice with most models, but if it is done well then it truly en-
hances the model among other model builders who know the effort that has gone into it. 
Different methods are suggested in the various publications for caulking the gaps between the 
planks, anything from marking the side of planks with graphite pencil to felt pens, and thin lines 
of cotton between the planks. 
I will suggest another alternative, black paper caulking. This is also referred to by Harold Un-
derhill in his book. First, prepare the decking timber before laying, place a number of strips 
side by side and stick thin black paper onto the edge with paper glue (eg Bostik). With one 
strip, stick paper on both sides, this will be your centre piece.  
When dry, carefully slice each individual strip away, always lay the strips in the same direction 
(black paper either on the left or the right as you work away from the centre) 
If you are joggling, the black paper should be cut into very narrow strips so it can be placed 
between the decking strips and the margin plank, the same with edging around a cabin or 
structure.  
The black paper should sanded with the wood but be careful not to "drive" the black into the 
grain of the wood. Using a vacuum cleaner while sanding will remove this risk. 
I have found a variety of really good photos on the internet that are self-explanatory and 
demonstrate the various ways to overcome the potential pitfalls in deck planking. 



cont. p. 17 
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SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from all 
over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the Ship 
Modellers Association (USA) and by arrangement and their kind permission ac-
knowledging the source and the authors, we reprint the following article from 
their November 2013 issue. 

 

SHIPS LANTERN CONSTRUCTION 
by Don Dressel 

Don acknowledges that he obtained a very good method for making ships lanterns thanks to 
Japanese shipwright masters Mr. Hayakawa and Mr. Uriu who agreed to pass their ideas 
along. Pictures included in this article are by both Mr. Hayakawa and Mr. Uriu.  
 
The components required for making the stern lanterns: 
1. Glass: 0.15 – 0.25 mm thick transparent PVC. This should be available from any craft 

store or plastic supplier like Plastic Depot. 
2. A wood dowel to make the “form” for the interior of the lantern and a former for the 

“glass” carved to shape according to the plans. The dimensions of the plug will be a little 
smaller than the drawing to compensate for the thickness of the glass (see picture of 
wooden plug). 

3. Cap: made from 0.3mm thick brass, cut as per the drawing. 1.0mm brass rod for brim 
4. Band + pillar: 1.0mm square brass rod for pillar and 0.3 X 1.2mm band (0.8mm rod may 

be better) 
5. Base + hanging rod: Boxwood chip + 1.0mm dia. brass rod + 1.5mm brass rod 
6. Inner pillar + winder metal: 0.5mm square brass + paper strip, gold painted 
 
Once the components are to hand, start the fabrication of the stern lantern as follows: 
1. Make/carve the wood plug for the lantern as per the plans. 
2. Cut the PVC plastic sheet a little oversize to 
 cover the plug as required. The glass is in 
 two parts, the front and the rear. Put the plug 
 on the bottom with the plastic sheet above it 
 covering the plug. Place in an open oven 
 toaster or microwave and heat for about 10 to 
 15 seconds (the plastic sheet will melt and 
 form over the mould. After removing from the 
 toaster/microwave, pull down both ends by 
 fingers (or better, with pliers) to shape the 
 front part. Repeat this procedure for the rear 
 part of the glass. Cut out the unnecessary 
 plastic and trim at 3rd and 4th pillar positions, 
 then glue them together. Check the picture 
 out for further clarification.  
3. Make a drawing for the cap. In Uriu’s case he enlarged the drawing 
 400% then measured each section and height, then made a draw-
 ing to the correct scale (see attached sketch).  
4. To make the cap, bend each corner and braze. 1.0mm rod should 
 be annealed, then make octagonal brim, then solder. The brim size 
 should be a little larger than the cap. Put the cap on the brim and 
 then solder them together.  
5. Anneal 0.8 or 1.0mm square brass rod then cut then to length for 8 
 pillars. Each end should be rounded off using pliers and bent to 
 shape. 
6. Measure the outside diameter of the upper point of the glass (step 
 2 above), then cut brass band the correct length for the band. 
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7. Braze the eight pillars on the brass band with proper space between the lantern glass 
 on each edge. 
8. Bend the eight pillars based on the curves of the lantern glass. In Uriu’s case, he cut the 
 above band as two parts, front and rear, four pillars each, then bent pillars as required 
 and glued together. 
9. After the glue has set up, sand and low-
 er portion then glue onto the cap. 
10. After completing the above assembly, 
 make the base + hanging rod and install 
 on the lantern  
11. The last step is to make the inner pillar 
 winder metal assembly, shape, and in-
 stall on the glass. The lantern is now 
 done and you can install it in the proper 
 position at the stern of the ship. 
Be sure and check out all the photos includ-
ing the ones shown below to fully understand 
the procedure for making the stern lantern. 
Also included is a picture of the completed 
stern lantern on Mr. Uriu’s model. The parts are also shown again to try and answer any 
questions you may have with respect to this procedure.  
We would like to thank Mr. Hayakawa and Mr. Uriu for sharing this information.  
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THE BATTLE OF GRAND PORT: 
The only French naval victory of the Napoleonic 

Wars 
Report by Tom Wolf 

European settlement of Mauritius started when it was first visited by 
the Portuguese between 1507 and 1513, and Mauritius and sur-
rounding islands became known as the Mascarene Islands (Ilhas 
Mascarenhas), but the Portuguese took no interest in these isolated 
islands as they were already established in Asia and their main Afri-
can base was in Mozambique. The Portuguese navigators preferred 
to use the Mozambique Channel to go to India and so no permanent 
colony was established on the islands.  
In 1598 a Dutch fleet of 8 ships ran into foul weather after passing 
the Cape of Good Hope and were separated, with 5 ships later re-
grouping. Under the orders of Admiral van Warwyck, on 20 Septem-
ber, they entered a sheltered bay which they named "Port de War-
wick" (now known as "Grand Port"). They landed and decided to 
name the island after the main vessel of the fleet, the "Mauritius". Dutch colonization started in 
1638 and ended in 1710, with a brief interruption between 1658 and 1666. Continuous hard-
ships such as cyclones, droughts, pest infestations, lack of food, and illnesses finally took their 
toll, and the island was totally abandoned in 1710. 

Abandoned by the Dutch, the 
island became a French col-
ony when, in September 
1715, Guillaume Dufresne 
d'Arsel landed and took pos-
session of this port of call on 
the route to India. He named 
the island "Isle de France", 
but it was only in 1721 that 
the French started their oc-
cupation. During the Napole-
onic Wars, the "Isle de 
France" became a base from 
which French corsairs organ-
ised successful raids on Brit-
ish commercial ships.   

The raids continued until 1810 
when a strong British expedition 
was sent to capture the island.  
A preliminary attack was foiled 
at Grand Port in August 1810, 
the only French naval victory 
during the Napoleonic Wars.  
This battle was fought between 
squadrons of frigates from the 
French Navy and the British 
Royal Navy when a British 
squadron of 4 frigates sought to 
blockade the port to prevent its 
use by the French through the 
capture of the fortified Île de la 
Passe at its entrance.  

cont. p. 19 

Plan of the battle. French ships are in blue, the British in red  

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ilhas_Mascarenhas&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ilhas_Mascarenhas&action=edit&redlink=1
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This position was seized by a British landing party on 13 August, and when a French squadron 
approached the bay nine days later the British commander, Captain Samuel Pym, decided to 
lure them into coastal waters where his superior numbers could be brought to bear against the 
French ships. 
Four of the five French ships managed to break past the British blockade, taking shelter in the 
protected anchorage, which was only accessible through a series of complicated reefs and 
sandbanks that were impassable without an experienced harbour pilot. When Pym ordered his 
frigates to attack the anchored French on 22 and 23 August, his ships became trapped in the 
narrow channels of the bay: two were irretrievably grounded; a third, outnumbered by the com-
bined French squadron, was defeated; and a fourth was unable to close to within effective gun 
range. Although the French ships were also badly damaged, the battle was a disaster for the 
British: one ship was captured after suffering irreparable damage, the grounded ships were set 
on fire to prevent their capture by French boarding parties and the remaining vessel was 
seized as it tried to leave the harbour by a relieving French squadron which had arrived.  
In addition to very heavy British casualties, all survivors were captured. The British defeat was 
the worst the Royal Navy suffered during the entire war, and it left the Indian Ocean and its vi-
tal trade convoys exposed to attack from French frigates for many months.  
Nevertheless, Mauritius was captured on 3 December 1810 by the British, and by the Treaty of 
Paris in 1814, the "Isle de France" which was renamed “Mauritius” and ceded to Great Britain. 
French institutions, including the Napoleonic code of law, were maintained. The French lan-
guage was at that moment still used more widely than English. The British administration was 
followed by rapid social and economic changes, the most important events was the abolition of 
slavery, introduced by the French, in 1835. Mauritian Creoles trace their origins to the planta-
tion owners and slaves who were brought to work the sugar 
fields. When slavery was abolished indentured labour began 
with Chinese, Malay, African and Malagasy labourers, but ulti-
mately, it was India which supplied the much needed labour-
ers to Mauritius.  
British rule ended on 12 March 1968 with independence un-
der the British monarchy and the Republic of Mauritius was 
proclaimed on 12 March 1992, following the abolition of the 
monarchy.  



W.A.MARITIME MUSEUM 
Report by Tom Wolf 

Right on the edge of the Indian 
Ocean at Fremantle, the Museum 
highlights important maritime histori-

cal heritage of West Australia. 

On entry the first item exhibited is a model of 
“t’Wesltje”, a Dutch galliot built in 1695 
which was the smallest ship in Willem de Vla-
minck’s fleet. The ship was commanded by 
his 18 year old son Cornelius de Vlaminck for 
its voyage to the Southland. 

Later in history, West Australia (and particularly 
Fremantle) became a centre of whaling activity 
with many whalers visiting the southern Indian 
Ocean in search of their precious cargo. 

During WW2, Fremantle became the main 
submarine base in the Indian Ocean, the mu-
seum has exhibits to pay tribute and to honour 
the submariners who have given their lives 
while serving,  

One exhibit is a full size replica of the conning tower of “AE2”, the submarine which success-
fully ran the Dardanelles on 25 April 1015 (now ANZAC Day) and thereafter caused havoc with 
the Turks in the Black Sea. Also on display, and the subject of conducted tours, is the Oberon 
Class submarine “HMAS Ovens” 
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There are many other impressive displays that, as you would ex-
pect, are of ships that were significant in the development of the 
western State.  

Two of those impressed me, firstly that of the “Parry Endeavour” 
in which Jon Sanders single handedly completed a triple circumnav-
igation of the globe between 1986 and 1988. This display is made 
more dramatic as it shows the boat in a storm as it is approaching 
Cape Horn with its sea anchor out and riding down a huge wave. 

The second display still reminds 
me of the morning when I, proba-
bly with everyone else in Austral-
ia, were transfixed to the TV set 
and watching “Australia II” win-
ning the America’s Cup. The 
winged keel, the crew working in 
unison, and a replica Cup make 
this an incredible display. 
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HINTS: SCRATCH BUILT ANCHOR 
This is an article from an old SMA Newsletter of April1980 by old time member 
Henry Bridenbecker showing his suggestion on how to install flukes on anchor 

arms. We hope this is of some help to you. 
For some reason (maybe to achieve correct period or scale) it may be necessary for you to 

make your own anchor from scratch, and you 
may find it difficult to solder palms or flukes to 
the arms of the anchor. This may work for you. 
Cut a piece of brass about 25mm long and the 
width and thickness of the fluke you intend to 
create. Tin one end with solder and also tin the 

end of the anchor arm. Hold the tinned brass 
strip to the tinned arm and sweat the parts to-
gether with a small soldering iron. 
Cut off the strip at the tip of the arm and shape 
the fluke to suit.  
Repeat the procedure for the other arm.  

SYDNEY’S “FLOATING FOREST” 
Located in Homebush Bay, just a few me-
tres off-shore, is a most unusual forested 
island. The Bay was used as a scrap yard 

until it was cleaned up in time for the 2000 Sydney 
Olympics, and one if the ships left there for scrap 
was the “SS Ayrfield” (1911-1972). 
What separates it from the other stranded derelicts 
in the area (which happens to be a sort of ship 
graveyard) is the incredible foliage that adorns the 
rusted hull. This beautiful spectacle adds a bit of life 
to the area. 

Originally launched as the “SS Corrimal”, this 
1,140-ton vessel was built in 1911 in the UK, 
and registered in Sydney in 1912 as a steam 
collier. 
In the middle of its life during WW2, it was used 
to transport supplies to Allied troops stationed in 
the Pacific theatre before eventually returning to 
service (with a name change to “SS Ayrfield”) as 
a collier making runs between Newcastle and 
Miller’s terminal in Blackwattle Bay (Sydney).  
 

In 1972 it was retired and sent to its final rest-
ing place at Homebush Bay, which served as a 
ship-breaking yard, but its destruction was nev-
er fully realized until nature eventually laid 
claim to the ship to produce a most unique 
spectacle.  
Today, the vessel continues to attract visitors to 
its majestic presence, rich with mangrove trees  


